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1. INTRODUCTION 
If G is a subgroup of the symmetric group S,~ of degree m, and Z is a 
character of G over the complex numbers, then the generalized matrix 
function dx G associated with Z and G is defined on m × m complex matrices 
to be 
m 
dx6(A) = ~ Z(a) I-Iai,o(,,, (1) 
aOG i=1 
where ai~ denotes the (i, ])th entry of A. 
Using the techniques of multilinear algebra Marcus E2J and others 
have been able to prove important inequalities for these generalized matrix 
functions in the case that the degree of • is one. We extend these results 
to the case where 9f is an arbitrary character. In doing so we obtain an 
interesting decomposition of the tensor space [Eq. (7)]. 
Also the proof of a key lemma is simplified by the use of algebraic 
derivations. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over the complex numbers. 
Let ®mV denote the tensor product of V with itself m times. Let G be 
a subgroup of S,~, and let X~ . . . . .  Zk be all the irreducible characters of G 
over the complex numbers. Define linear transformations, P(a) and T,, 
on ®mV, by 
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P(,~)(Xl ®""  ® x.,) = x , . - . .  ®. . .  ® x,,-,(.,), (2) 
and 
Ti - zi(e) E zi((r)P((r) (3) 
g a~G 
where g is the order and e is the ident i ty  of G. 
Using the relation 
0, if i# / ,  
Z,(a)Zj(a-10) = ;~,(0) if i = i, a~G g ~ ,  
(4) 
it is easily seen that 
TiT~ = Ti6,~, (5) 
and that  
1®,% = T1 +""  + Tk. (6) 
Let Z be one of the Xi's and T the corresponding Ti. Denote the image 
of ®'*V under the map T by VIle(G), i.e. VIle(G) = T(®mV). The image 
of xl ® • • • ® xm under T is denoted x1 • • • • • x,~. 
The above remarks imply that  
m m ®my = Vx,(G ) @. . .  @ Vzk(G). (7) 
Suppose V has an inner product, denoted by ( , ). Then this induces 
an inner product in ®mV, again denoted by ( , ), whose restrict ion to 
VIle(G) satisfies 
(Xl * ' ' "  * Xm, Yl * " "  * Ym) = Z(e) dxC(A), (8) 
g 
where A = [(xi, yj)]. Since each P(~) is Hermit ian with respect to this 
inner product,  each Ti is Hermit ian. Also, the decomposit ion (7) is 
orthogonal with respect o this inner product.  
As in [2] let Fm.n be the set of all sequences 6o = @1 . . . . .  to,,) with 
1 ~< toi ~ n. Define an equivalence relation, ~ ,  on F,~,n by  to ~-~ 7 if 
there exists cr ~ G such that  Y = to* = [toa¢l) . . . . .  toa(,m]" Let  A be a 
system of dist inct representat ives of the equivalence classes. Define 
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~(~) = ~:  z(~), (9) 
o'c-Gin 
where (o E F~, .  and G~ is the subgroup of G fixing w. Define 
/J = {o9 e zllv(m) # 0}. (10) 
Now let el, . . . ,  e, be an orthonormal basis of V. Let eo* = eo ,*" "  
* eo,~, ~oe/'m.~. I t follows easily from the definitions that  if ~, fl E/',~,~ 
{Z_~ 0, if ~¢~-pfl, 
(e~*'eB*) = ~ %(aO), if ,¢ = flo. 
ac-G/~ 
(ll) 
In particular, 
(e~,*, e~,*) = Z(e)r(~) (12) 
g 
3. A BASIC LEMMA 
In this section the previous results are used to establish a quadratic 
relation between the inner product of tensors in Vxm(G) and vectors in V. 
This is a generalization of the Pliicker relations for the Grassman space, 
which was first observed by Marcus [1] in the case of characters of degree 
one. We have been able to simplify the proof by using derivations instead 
of derivatives. 
First we must introduce some additional notation. Let Vl , . . . ,  v, 
• u ° be an orthonormal be another orthonormal basis of V. Let u1%. . ,  so 
basis of the space spanned by 
w = {%* = v~o(,i , . . .  • v~c~l~ e ~}, 
for all co e AT. We mention that  
so  - %(e)v (~o)  , (13) 
g~ 
where go is the order of Go. To see this let W ® = {vo~ = v~a(1 } ®. . .  
® vooC,~lla e G} and let Q(a) be the restriction of P(a) to W Q. Let 
s = z (6  2~ z(a)Q(a); 
g a~ 
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® 
then S is a l inear transformation from W onto W, and thus the rank of S 
is s~. Since S 2 = S, the rank of S is the trace of S. Lett ing ( , )G denote the 
inner product for group characters in G and viewing Q as a permutat ion 
representat ion of G on the set {~o°1~ G}, we see that 
s~ = tr(S) z(e) = ~-  ~o~ Z(a) tr[Q(a)], 
= g(e) (g ,  tr Q)o, 
= z(e)(z, 'L)~,  
= z(e)(ztG~lao)a~, 
_ z(e) x z("), 
gco o~ 
_ z (e )~ ' (o , )  
g<o 
Where 1~ is the character in G induced from the identical ly one character 
in G~. We have used Theorem 8.3 from [8] and Frobenius reciprocity. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let vl . . . .  , v~ and e 1 . . . . .  e~ be orthonormal bases o] V.  
• u ~" be as above. Let  mt(~o ) be the number  o/ t imes t appears Let  Ul '°, . .  , s,o 
in  ~o. Then 
X m,(o) X e:, u,o 
i= l  
Proo]. LetT :  V ~Vbedef inedbyTv ,  = vt, Tv i  = O, i  # t. LetL (T )  
denote the restriction of the mth part  of the der ivat ion induced by  T in 
the tensor algebra generated by V. That  is 
ith 
L(T)  = I * ' " *T* ' " * I ,  
i=1  
ith 
where I is the ident i ty of V and I • • • • • T • • • • • I is the restriction of 
I ®. . .  ® T ®. . .  ®I  to Vxm(G). 
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Suppose ~oj = ~o,(~) for all /" except  possibly for j" = i. Then,  since 
m,(~o) = m,(¢o °) holds for t = 1 . . . . .  n, we have ~oi = ~%(i) as well;  and 
thus ~o = e) *. Us ing this and (8) and (1) we have  
(L(T)eo~*, e~,*) = ( 2 eo~ * " " * Te°~i * " " * e~°m' e~' * " " * e~°m) 
- g(e) 2 ;  g(a) 2 (Te•i, eo, i), 
g ac-Goj i= i 
but 
I t  fol lows that  
(Te~i , e~oi) = T (eoi, Vk)Vk, eoi , 
= ](. . , ,  v,)l~ 
m 
(L(T).o,*, .~*) = X(')_) 2; I('~o. v,)l~ ~ X(~), 
g i= 1 ac-Goj 
_ x(.)~(o) ~ mAo)l(.J, v,)]2. 
g j= l  
Now 
L(T)v~.(z ) * • " • • vy.(..) = 2 v~o(1) * " "  * Tv~o(i) * " " " * v~o(,.), 
i=1 
* = m, (~)v~.  = ZU,a  
$ with 
Va(i) = t 
Thus (v~[a ~ G) is an eigenspace of L(T) corresponding to the eigen- 
value rot(V). 
Thus 
(L(T)e~*, eo,*) = (L(T)  ~-~,i (e~*, ui~)u~L e~*), 
s~, 
= X m,(y) 2;  I('o*, u,')l 2, 
;,ezl i= 1 
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_ z(e)~(o,) E m~(r) E - g g vd- i=1 ~ eo~*, ui ~ !l 
This completes the proof of the lemma. • 
4. THEOREMS ON INEQUALITIES 
In this section we list some theorems which may be obtained from the 
previous material, relegating a sample proof to the end. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be an n × n normal matrix with eigenvalues 
A1 . . . . .  An, and let G be a subgroup o /S~ and Z an arbitrary character o/G. 
Then 
[dx~(A)] ~< g(e__ ) ~ [Ai]". 
n i=1 
(15) 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be a positive semide/inite Hermitian n × n 
matrix with eigenvalues A1 >/A2 >/""  ~ An. Let o~ E Jl'm.n and Pl >~ 
P2 >~ "'" >1 Ps be the multiplicities o/the distinct integers in a~. Then 
$ 
I - I  An_j+l, 
j= l  
where A[w]col is the matrix whose (i, j)th entry is ao, i.~j. 
a real normal matrix with eigenvalues 
~1 = l~11 exp(iO1), 
numbered so that 
(16) 
Moreover, i /A  is 
~ = I~l exp(iO~) . . . . .  ~- = I~.1 exp(iO~), 
I~1 ~ la~l ~ ~ I~.1 and 0 = max Ok ~ :z/2m ; 
l<.k~n 
and i] Z is an arbitrary real valued character o/G, then 
d~GAEo~]~] ~ *~(CO) cos(toO)1-~ IA.-.~l ~. 
j=l 
(17) 
THEOREM 4.3 (Marcus [6]). Let A and B be m × n and n × m matrices 
respectively. Then 
]df(AB) [2 <~ dxO(AA,)df (B,B) .  (18) 
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THEOREM 4.4 (Schur [7] ; also see [6]). I /A  is m x m positive semi- 
definite Hermitian matrix then 
x(e) det A ~ dr(A) .  
THEOREM 4.5. I1 A is an arbitrary m x m complex matrix with singular 
values ~1,. •., ~m, then 
Id2(A)l ~ ~< z~(e) ~ oc,z" 
m i=1 
THEOREM 4.6. Let A and B be positive semide/inite Hermitian n X n 
complex matrices. Suppose AB = BA.  Then, i/09 ~ I'm,,,, m <~ n, 
d f (A  + B)X/,"[a, lo~ ] ~> dx~(Alm[~ol~o]) + df(B1/'~[~olo]). 
The proofs of these theorems are similar to the corresponding theorems 
for characters of degree one [2, 3]. To illustrate the technique of proof, 
we will prove the second part of Theorem 4.2. In order to do this we must 
establish formula (17). Since A is an arbitrary system of distinct rep- 
resentatives, we may assume os a A. If ~o a A --  A then both sides of (17) 
are zero. So assume a~ a AI. Let 
Z = C1~1 - '~- ' ' "  2f-C~r' 
where each ~i is irreducible over the complex numbers and, of course, each 
c, is a positive integer. 
Let T be the linear transformation defined on V such that 
Tei = 2 aite$ 
j= l  
then 
A[o~Ico] = [(Teo~, e~)]. 
Let v l , . . . ,  v~ be an orthonormal set of eigenvectors of T. 
Let K(T)  denote the restriction of QmT to V~'~(G), i.e. 
K(T)x l  * ' "  * xm = Txx * " "  * Txm. 
Then it follows from this definition and (8) that 
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d~(A[mlm]) = dfk[(Teo) ~, eo)))], 
where 
- g (K(T)%*, %*), 
$~(e) 
= ~(~) 2; ~ , , ,  I~,l~,. (~osO,+~sinO~), 
:7 i=I 
and 
t = I aoGw 
g I've:,.,,] 5. 
Here the "star product," *, is the one obtained by using G and ~. 
It follows that 
. ) Real part{d~k(A[c@o]) } = vk(w)~_ ~ \%,v,~ ~ 12tl '~('' cos 0,, 
yell 
~> ~(~) cos(m0) gI I~ IeI I~: '~')~'''', 
yez~ i=1 t= l  
~ mt(y)c~o,y,i 
= ,~(~,) cos(too) 1-I I~,1 :~ i=1  , 
t= l  
mi(oJ)](ei,vt)l* 
= vk(co) cos(m0) : [  la,I '=1 
t= l  
j=l 
where we have used the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality, cos Oy >~ 
cos(m0), and Lemma 3.1. The last step of the argument is the same as 
in [1] and [4]. 
Now, since % and A are real, we have 
dx~(A[wlo~]) = ~ ck Real part{d~k(A[mlm]) } 
k=l  
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> ~ ckvk(o))cos(mO)fl I~n_j+ll pJ 
k=l j= l  
s 
= cos(too) 1-I 
j= i  
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